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lifestyle and being a drug addict, Ray is a lonely individual who only lives for the.The present
invention is directed to a vehicle having a lift-over license plate installed thereon. Motor vehicles
having extended length license plates generally can be categorized into two groups: vehicles with
overlapping long license plates and vehicles having lift-over license plates. A vehicle with
overlapping long license plates is shown in U.S. Pat. No. 5,776,851, which is commonly owned by
the owner of the present invention and the assignee of the present invention. Because of the
overlapping arrangement of the license plate, a portion of the license plate is concealed and thus it
is difficult for a vehicle operator to see the state designation at the rear of the vehicle. A vehicle with
a lift-over license plate is shown in U.S. Pat. No. 4,881,823. The only portion of the license plate that
is visible to the vehicle operator is the reference designations on the rear side of the license plate.
The reference designations are located at a minimum vertical elevation of the vehicle. For example,
in certain states having winter seasons, the designations on the rear side of the lift-over license plate
may be below the elevation of the rear portion of the vehicle. Hence, the vehicle operator must be
constantly watching the elevation of the rear portion of the vehicle in order to locate the reference
designations on the lift-over license plate. It is an object of the present invention to provide a vehicle
having a lift-over license plate that is visible from any elevation of the vehicle and which is safely
secured to the vehicle. It is a further object of the present invention to provide a vehicle having a lift-
over license plate which has the vehicle operator notified by a light emitting device to visually
observe the elevation of the vehicle. It is a further object of the
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